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Objective: This study aims to establish a link between primary healthcare service accessibility among 
rural populations and the principle of territorial equity, a pivotal aspect of regional development 
strategies. Methods: We conducted a comprehensive analysis of primary healthcare service 
accessibility in rural Quebec, integrating theoretical frameworks and empirical evidence on territorial, 
regional, and community development. Through this approach, we sought to comprehend the nuanced 
dynamics and mechanisms contributing to territorial equity enhancement. Results: Our findings 
indicate that refining developmental strategies through community-driven approaches and regional 
initiatives can foster territorial equity. Moreover, employing sophisticated methodologies to measure 
primary healthcare service accessibility can promote territorial equity, emphasizing community 
development. Conclusion: Enhancing access to primary healthcare services and employing advanced 
assessment methodologies are essential for advancing territorial equity and supporting regional 
development initiatives. This underscores the critical importance of prioritizing healthcare accessibility 
in rural areas to achieve equitable development outcomes. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 
In Quebec, healthcare is essential not only for individual well-being 
but also as a cornerstone of economic prosperity. The provision of 
health services plays a critical role in enhancing quality of life and 
generating employment, accounting for nearly 40% of provincial 
public spending as of 2020. This increase is partly due to the 
disproportionate rise in compensation among medical professionals, 
as noted by Hébert et al. (2017). In peripheral regions, healthcare 
serves as a primary employment source, significantly influencing the 
economic landscape (Bailly and Périat, 2003). This trend reinforces a 
hospital-centric approach through the establishment of senior 
residences and new medical units in regional and non-local hospitals. 
Additionally, reforms in the 2000s led to a notable increase in 
administrative personnel at the expense of clinical staff, resulting in a 
5% decrease in clinical positions (Hébert, 2013). Consequently, one 
in every six positions in the healthcare sector now involves 
administrative duties. The current socio-political context, marked by 
demographic aging, health assumes paramount importance. This 
demographic shift presents unique challenges for rural communities, 
which often face limited access to healthcare services (Arpin-
Simonetti, 2018), potentially hindering their development. Health 
challenges prevalent in these regions include a higher incidence of 
conditions such as diabetes and elevated mortality rates for various  

 
 
 
diseases compared to urban areas, including lung cancer, ischemic 
heart disease, strokes, chronic pulmonary diseases, mental disorders 
(with increased suicide risk, particularly among males), road 
accidents, and infant mortality (INSPQ, 2019). Access to quality 
healthcare is a fundamental human right and a critical determinant of 
well-being, significantly impacting population health and welfare 
(Evans et al., 1994). Rural areas worldwide face significant 
challenges in accessing essential healthcare services. Numerous 
studies confirm the connection between rural living and reduced 
access to, and utilization of, healthcare services (Hicks, 1991; 
Farrington and Farrington, 2005; Hausdorf et al., 2008; Al-Taiar et 
al., 2010). Primary care services are vital for population health by 
providing disease management and prevention, health advocacy, 
neonatal care, and end-of-life support (Bourgueil et al., 2021). Studies 
have shown that inequities in accessing quality healthcare services 
can exacerbate health disparities (Gatrell, 2005; Thompson, 2011; 
Wang, 2012). Therefore, addressing these inequities is a primary goal 
for policymakers overseeing healthcare administration, aiming to 
enhance quality of life for all individuals. In Quebec, significant 
disparities in healthcare provision are evident across the province. 
Official government statistics show that approximately 90% of rural 
and remote residents can reach a general practitioner or a Local 
Community Service Center (CLSC) within a 15-minute drive 
(INSPQ, 2009). However, statistics from 2019 indicate that 71% of 
emergency room visits were non-urgent, with 72% of patients having 
assigned doctors, suggesting inefficiencies in healthcare utilization 
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(Fleury, 2019). The availability of healthcare providers diminishes 
notably from urban to rural areas, particularly affecting the 
availability of general practitioners, leading to a lack of physicians in 
many rural regions, especially in northern and eastern Quebec. 
Contemporary public policies often prioritize the allocation of 
healthcare resources to urban centers, frequently at the expense of 
rural areas. This prioritization is evident in the concentration of major 
hospital facilities in urban hubs such as Montreal and the preferential 
placement of elderly care residences adjacent to regional hospital 
complexes rather than local ones. However, the onset of the COVID-
19 pandemic in 2020 revealed the intrinsic limitations of this 
centralized healthcare service model. This revelation is particularly 
significant within the realm of regional development, where 
disparities in healthcare accessibility can exacerbate preexisting 
societal inequities and impede broader socio-economic advancement. 
 
Nevertheless, existing scholarly investigations frequently treat rural 
areas as homogenous entities, neglecting nuanced variations in local 
conditions. There is a pressing need for a more granular approach, 
necessitating the categorization of rural areas into sub-regions based 
on differences in geographic size, population density, and road 
network accessibility. Such an approach would facilitate a more 
precise understanding of the intricacies underlying rural healthcare 
dynamics, enabling tailored interventions and policy prescriptions 
aimed at mitigating disparities and fostering equitable healthcare 
access across diverse rural landscapes. This text underscores the vital 
role of health in personal welfare and economic development, with a 
particular focus on the obstacles encountered by rural communities in 
securing healthcare. While some improvements have been made, the 
ongoing scarcity of healthcare practitioners in rural locales 
emphasizes the immediate need for policy reforms. The COVID-19 
crisis further unveiled the inadequacies of centralized healthcare 
systems, necessitating a reconsideration of strategies to ensure equal 
access in all territories. Addressing these disparities requires targeted 
policy interventions and further research to understand the specific 
needs of different rural areas, ensuring equitable healthcare access 
and fostering socio-economic growth. Promoting a sophisticated 
comprehension of rural healthcare demands and advancing regional 
growth strategies is key to cultivating healthcare parity and socio-
economic progression. 
 
Challenges in Rural Healthcare Access: Rural areas confront 
unique challenges that significantly impede healthcare accessibility. 
While geographic access plays a pivotal role, it's not the sole 
determining factor, particularly for secondary healthcare services. 
Often, urban-centric analyses overlook the specific hurdles 
encountered by demographic groups such as the elderly, children, and 
individuals with disabilities. Moreover, current performance 
indicators often fall short in accurately gauging access to family 
doctors or assessing the effectiveness of incentives for primary care 
physicians, partly due to an overreliance on patient registration rates. 
These challenges intersect, creating complex barriers to healthcare 
access and resulting in disparities in health outcomes between rural 
and urban populations. A 2003 study (ASSSM, 2003) found that 25% 
of Quebec residents seeking primary care faced such obstacles, 
primarily due to accessibility issues. A decade later, in 2013, nearly 
one-third of Canadians aged 15 and above reported difficulties 
accessing healthcare services. Ensuring adequate access to primary 
care is crucial, as it is associated with an increase in life expectancy 
of two years (Martinez et al., 2004). Notably, individuals living in 
rural areas have a life expectancy two years shorter than their urban 
counterparts. Amidst these challenges, there has been a consistent rise 
in waiting times for appointments with primary care physicians, 
escalating from 477 days in 2019 to 599 days in 2021. Despite 82% 
of Quebec's population being affiliated with a primary care physician, 
approximately 20% encounter barriers to access due to prolonged 
waiting lists. Such hurdles may compel underserved populations to 
accept their predicament, leading to diminished rates of examinations 
and screening tests. In the rural and remote regions of Quebec, the 
provision of adequate healthcare services remains a formidable 
challenge. These areas grapple with shortages of healthcare 
professionals due to less favorable working conditions and harsh 

environmental factors. Compounded by constraints such as restricted 
road infrastructure and sparse public transport networks, individuals 
lacking private transportation options face considerable difficulties in 
accessing healthcare services. Addressing these issues necessitates 
tailored interventions that consider the unique needs and 
circumstances of rural communities. Numerous studies have 
examined the gap in healthcare access between urban and rural areas, 
revealing lower accessibility in rural regions (Laditka et al., 2009; 
McGrail and Humphreys, 2009). While some research specifically 
investigates the impact of geographical distance on accessibility, 
others highlight a link between increased rurality and higher 
hospitalization rates, as well as a lower likelihood of having a 
physician in remote areas. Disparities also vary depending on 
territorial classifications, with rural settings experiencing reduced 
availability of primary care physicians. Further impediments 
encountered by rural and remote areas exacerbate the challenges in 
healthcare access. Insufficient road infrastructure poses constraints on 
the availability of health services, with transportation accessibility 
directly impacting ease of access (Girard, 2006; Starfield et al., 2005). 
In many rural regions, automobiles serve as the primary mode of 
transportation for accessing healthcare services, due to the absence of 
public transportation networks. Healthcare access is intricately linked 
with transportation availability and social vulnerability. While much 
attention has been directed towards healthcare accessibility in urban 
environments, several studies have explored this issue in rural 
settings, consistently affirming the correlation between rural locations 
and diminished accessibility to care. 
 
Available data underscores significant disparities in the health 
statuses of urban and rural residents. Emergency services often serve 
as the primary healthcare option in remote areas, indicating a shortage 
of primary care physicians. Despite rural populations generally 
experiencing poorer health outcomes, they are not consistently 
recognized as vulnerable by urban-centric researchers. For instance, a 
report on primary medical service access overlooks issues related to 
geographic isolation in rural areas. Healthcare access in rural areas is 
hindered by geographical remoteness, inadequate infrastructure, 
workforce shortages, financial limitations, and socio-cultural barriers. 
Despite efforts to address these issues, gaps persist, leading to an 
overreliance on emergency services and a lack of precise performance 
metrics. A comprehensive understanding of these challenges is 
essential for crafting interventions that bridge the healthcare access 
gap and ensure equitable health outcomes for all citizens. 
 
Understanding Territorial Equity: Territorial equity, essential for 
promoting balanced development, social justice, and sustainable 
growth across geographical regions, embodies a spatial framework 
shaped by societal entities to foster sustenance, progress, and 
communal welfare (Escobar, 2008). It embraces the notion of "well-
being at home and well-being together," promoting social cohesion 
and interaction through shared responsibility and solidarity (Putnam, 
2000). Decisions made in the name of territory influence 
compromises, sustainability efforts, and highlight its 
multidimensional nature (Harvey, 1989), positioning territorial 
development as an entrenched project in tangible, inhabited spaces, 
requiring a comprehensive understanding of territory as a reservoir, a 
challenge, and a consequence of developmental endeavors (Brenner, 
2009), facilitating interactions between agents and structures, 
leveraging diverse territorial attributes for economic advancement 
(Scott, 2001). Territorial development, reliant on territorial 
distinctiveness, creates disparities in the distribution of resources and 
fosters tensions despite egalitarian principles (Martin & Sunley, 
2006). Yet, adopting a territorial development approach in the early 
2000s proved effective in countering negative regional stereotypes, 
initiating a positive developmental cycle (Moulaert & Nussbaumer, 
2005; Fournis, 2012), maximizing the environment's inherent 
potential. Territorial equity aims to rectify inequalities by 
ameliorating underprivileged territories through spatial planning, 
development initiatives, and social policies, rather than relying solely 
on public expenditure and affirmative action (Rodríguez-Pose & 
Tijmstra, 2019), making spatial action integral to ensuring social 
equity, closely linked with territorial equity (Allmendinger, 2009). 
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Territorial equity, referring to the fair distribution of resources, 
opportunities, and services across geographical regions, aims to 
mitigate imbalances and promote equitable development (Barca, 
McCann, & Rodríguez-Pose, 2012). Assessments of equity reveal the 
diverse impacts of factors like urban proximity on service 
accessibility and resource allocation, highlighting economic 
disparities stemming from variations in population density (Duranton 
& Rodríguez-Pose, 2004). Unlike spatial equity, which focuses on 
location, territorial equity addresses territorially localized inequalities 
(Pike & Tomaney, 2010), encompassing principles of solidarity, equal 
developmental opportunities, and affirmative action (Hudson, 2005).
However, development often exhibits asymmetry, with 
competitiveness and regulatory measures becoming increasingly 
crucial due to limited financial and political resources (OECD, 2018). 
Rooted in Rawlsian principles, territorial equity prioritizes the needs 
of the least advantaged and advocates for policies of affirmative 
action in favor of marginalized territories (Keeley, 2012), aiming to 
establish a framework that provides equitable access to opportunities 
such as employment and services (Healey, 1997). Territorial equity 
aims to reduce spatial development disparities by directing 
to the least advantaged territories, considering factors like resource 
availability, developmental progress, transportation access, and 
vulnerability to poverty (Rigby & Essletzbichler, 2002), providing a 
nuanced understanding of disparities with
communities, impacting their developmental trajectories (Smith & 
Easterly, 2007). 
 

 
Figure 1. Territorial equity and regional development

 
Development, whether sustainable or not, unfolds within, for, 
through, and alongside territories, inherently concerning the 
development of territories, whether on a global scale or within 
territorially anchored societies or activities (Scott, 1998). While ideas 
may originate globally, action is typically localized, regional, or 
national, confined within well-defined territorial boundaries (Brenner 
& Schmid, 2015). Moreover, considering future generations 
necessitates the involvement of current territorially
(Bourdieu, 1977). At a national or regional scale, development can 
lead to spatial disparities, with certain regions bearing the burden of 
progress (Pike et al., 2015). Sustainability, while desirable, proves 
elusive universally, raising questions of equity (Leach et al., 2018). 
The concept of "territorial sacrifices" highlights area
significantly to broader territories but disproportionately suffer from 
ensuing crises, as seen in former industrial regions undergoing 
conversion in Europe (Smith, 2008). Promoting universally applicable 
norms encounters challenges when implementing them within 
specific geographic contexts, potentially conflicting with national 
sovereignty (Bhagwati, 2004). Sustainability imperatives may 
challenge the relevance of territorial considerations, particularly 
regarding issues like atmospheric rights or biocapacity ownership 
(Gardiner, 2004). In such cases, human-centric concerns often 
supersede territorial inequalities (Dryzek, 2013).
achieving territorial equity involves ensuring equitable access to 
essential medical services, preventive care, and health infrastructure 
for all individuals, regardless of their location (Levesque et al., 2013). 
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This requires a comprehensive approach addressing geographical, 
social, economic, and cultural determinants shaping health outcomes 
in rural areas (WHO, 2018). Healthcare systems influenced by market 
dynamics often lead to uneven distribution of medical professionals, 
exacerbating territorial disparities in healthcare access and 
contributing to health inequality (Hartwig, 2017).
arise from various factors, including genetic predispositions, 
environmental influences, and individual preferences (Marmot & 
Wilkinson, 2006). However, metrics like the Gini coefficient 
oversimplify complex realities (Deaton & Zaidi, 2002). Social 
inequalities often exhibit spatial patterns, with variations in 
distribution across different environments (Galster et al., 2010). 
Geographical health inequalities can be analyzed compositionally, 
considering individual characteristics, or contextually, foc
local attributes (Pampalon et al., 2009).
encompasses economic, social, institutional, and physical dimensions, 
influencing resource distribution across territories (McMichael, 
2000). In conclusion, territorial equity plays a cruci
balanced development, social justice, and sustainable growth within 
defined spatial boundaries. Territorial development, grounded in 
tangible spaces and local contexts, requires a nuanced understanding 
of territory's role in economic dynamics. Targeted interventions are 
needed to address spatial inequalities and enhance opportunities for 
all. Achieving territorial equity in healthcare demands a holistic 
approach considering geographic, socio
factors. The discourse highlights ongoing challenges in realizing 
territorial equity's transformative potential in creating a more just and 
sustainable society. 
 
Community development: Community development is a multifaceted 
approach that mobilizes local stakeholders to 
health and well-being (Bourque and Favreau, 2005). It involves 
addressing economic, political, and cultural systems to improve 
community health, well-being, and social cohesion (Cariou, 2020). 
This comprehensive effort responds to the div
communities. Citizen participation lies at its heart, recognizing 
valuable insights and involving communities in decision
processes to strengthen democratic processes and ensure their voices 
are heard (Cariou, 2020). Equity i
development, emphasizing fair resource distribution based on each 
community's specific needs (OVSS, 2022). While equal opportunity 
is vital, tailored approaches are necessary due to the unique 
characteristics of each community.
 
However, the efficacy of community development hinges on 
economic considerations. Integrating an economic perspective is 
imperative to ensure its relevance. Nonetheless, achieving equitable 
resource allocation poses challenges, including a lack of established 
methodologies for community involvement in decision
processes (Putnam, 1993). Debates persist regarding the 
establishment of fair criteria for public funds allocation. While 
Quebec pursues standardized equity norms nationwide, local 
communities advocate for tailored criteria to better address their 
needs, emphasizing community autonomy (Bäckstrand, 2006).
public health, community development is crucial (Bourque and 
Favreau, 2005), offering a nuanced approach that responds to diverse 
population needs and reduces social health disparities. It revitalizes 
public health practices by aligning them with changing population 
needs and addressing social determinants. By enhancing living 
conditions and fostering resilience, community development 
strengthens social cohesion and participatory democracy, reducing 
isolation, exclusion, and violence.
the capacity of individuals and groups to take action, fostering skills, 
autonomy, and self-esteem. Combined with active citizen 
participation, it strengthens democratic processes and ensures 
community needs are met (Zimmerman, 1995; Arnstein, 1969). 
Transversality integrates economic, social, environmental, and 
cultural dimensions across various societal levels (Kickbusch, 1997).
Community development is perceived as a comprehensive strategy 
for enhancing health, well-being, and social cohesion within 
communities. It recognizes diversity and strives for equitable resource 
allocation (Labonte et al., 1999). Integrating an economic perspect
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ensures sustainability and relevance, though challenges related to 
funding and resource allocation remain (Cooke & Kothari, 2001). 
Achieving equitable resource allocation is complicated by the lack of 
established methodologies for involving communities in decision-
making processes (Putnam, 1993). In the realm of public health, 
community development is paramount, addressing social 
determinants of health and promoting equity (Bourque and Favreau, 
2005). By addressing social determinants and promoting citizen 
participation, empowerment, consultation, and transversality, it 
reduces health disparities and advances equity. Additionally, it fosters 
social innovation, cohesion, and capital, strengthening communities 
against isolation, exclusion, and violence. Community development 
promotes public health and well-being through local empowerment 
and participatory democracy, addressing challenges of equitable 
resource distribution and integrating economic perspectives for 
continued success (Labonte et al., 1999). 
 
Implications for Regional Development: The relationship between 
regional development and healthcare access is intricate and mutually 
reinforcing (Bloland et al., 2012). Regional development has the 
potential to enhance healthcare accessibility through various means, 
including infrastructure improvement, human resource development, 
technological advancement, and governance enhancement. 
Conversely, accessible healthcare contributes to population health, 
diminishes economic burdens, and stimulates regional growth (Lohr 
& Steinwachs, 2002). Nonetheless, significant challenges persist, 
particularly in rural and peripheral areas (Ricketts, 2000). These areas 
often grapple with healthcare provider shortages, unequal service 
distribution, workforce mobility issues, and various barriers such as 
geographical, financial, cultural, linguistic, and organizational 
obstacles (Pathman et al., 2004). Addressing these challenges 
necessitates not only addressing healthcare provision but also 
promoting preventive measures, health promotion, managing chronic 
conditions, and adapting to various demographic, epidemiological, 
technological, climatic, and societal changes (Dussault & 
Franceschini, 2006). The lack of equitable healthcare access not only 
affects individual health outcomes but also hampers broader regional 
development objectives. A healthy population is crucial for 
sustainable economic progress, supporting a productive workforce 
and mitigating healthcare-related economic strains. Equitable 
healthcare access can attract investments, drive innovation, and 
enhance overall quality of life in rural regions (Basu, 2020). 
Therefore, prioritizing healthcare as a driver of regional development 
is essential for policymakers aiming to foster inclusive growth and 
resilient communities. 
 
The relationship between health and economic prosperity is well-
documented, with numerous studies highlighting their 
interdependence (Weisbrod and Helminiak, 1977; Audibert, 1986; 
Audibert, 1997a and 1997b; Girardin et al., 2004). Population health 
significantly influences economic performance, as evidenced by 
positive correlations between life expectancy and economic outcomes 
(Cuddington & Hancock, 1994; Sach & Warner, 1997; Bloom & 
Malaney, 1998; Arora, 2001; Acemoglu & Johnson, 2007; Bloom & 
Finlay, 2009). The healthcare sector plays a pivotal role in shaping 
communities and regional development, extending beyond individual 
care to reconfigure social and economic structures (Gostin et al., 
2019). Efforts to address the challenges of equitable healthcare access 
in rural areas require targeted policies that promote healthcare 
workforce retention, infrastructure improvement, and reduction of 
barriers to care (WHO, 2018). Recognizing health as an investment in 
human capital is crucial, as optimal health enhances productivity and 
educational outcomes (Bloom and Canning, 2008; Sullivan et al., 
2010). However, assessing the economic implications of health 
encounters various challenges due to the complex nature of health and 
its overlaps with other factors such as education, environment, and 
culture (Fourcade and Von Lennep, 2016). Nonetheless, access to 
health services emerges as a critical component of regional 
development, influencing quality of life, disease prevention and 
treatment, and public health promotion (Boisvert et al., 2019). In 
summary, the relationship between regional development and 
healthcare access is symbiotic. While regional development efforts 

aim to enhance healthcare accessibility, equitable healthcare access, 
in turn, contributes to regional prosperity by improving population 
health and fostering drivers of development like employment and 
innovation. Overcoming obstacles to equitable healthcare access is 
essential for inclusive growth and resilient community development, 
underscoring the pivotal role of accessible healthcare services in 
shaping prosperous and healthy societies. 
 
Strategies for Promoting Territorial Equity in Healthcare: 
Addressing territorial equity in healthcare necessitates tailored 
strategies and collaborative efforts among diverse stakeholders to 
ensure accessible and quality healthcare services for all regions. 
Concurrently, fostering collaboration, partnerships, dialogues, 
consultations, co-creations, co-productions, and co-evaluations 
among the diverse stakeholders involved in regional development and 
healthcare accessibility is crucial. Zuindeau (2005) delineates two 
strategic pathways for achieving territorial equity: internal 
interventions that align local production and consumption patterns 
with sustainability goals, and global institutional dynamics that 
realign international market mechanisms with sustainability 
objectives. These pathways illustrate the multifaceted nature of 
addressing territorial equity, highlighting the need for both local and 
global interventions to create sustainable healthcare systems. 
Investment in healthcare infrastructure, including facilities 
construction and enhancement, telemedicine networks, and 
transportation systems, is pivotal for improving accessibility in rural 
areas (World Health Organization, 2020). Incentivizing healthcare 
professionals' recruitment and retention in rural areas through training 
programs and innovative staffing models is essential for addressing 
healthcare shortages (Henderson, 2002). Empowering local 
communities to participate in healthcare decision-making fosters 
collaborations between healthcare providers and community 
organizations, ensuring that healthcare services align with local needs 
(Foster-Fishman et al., 2010). These collaborative efforts serve as 
integral components of territorial equity in healthcare, facilitating the 
development of inclusive and sustainable healthcare systems. 
 
Furthermore, leveraging digital health technologies, mobile 
applications, and data analytics can facilitate remote healthcare 
services and improve health information exchange in rural settings 
(Health Resources and Services Administration, 2017). The 
integration of technology into healthcare delivery models underscores 
the importance of innovation in addressing healthcare access 
disparities, particularly in underserved regions. The E2SFCA method 
(Enhanced Two-Step Floating Catchment Area) plays a crucial role in 
identifying regions with healthcare access deficits, enabling 
optimized resource allocation to enhance equity. This method has 
proven effective in uncovering disparities in medical access, 
particularly in rural areas (Wang et al., 2018). Recent studies, such as 
Simoneau's (2023) research on access to general practitioners in rural 
regions of Quebec, demonstrate the effectiveness of advanced 
methods like the E2SFCA in uncovering disparities in medical access. 
These findings underscore the method's potential to drive 
improvements in territorial equity and advocate for its adoption as a 
tool for enhancing healthcare accessibility across diverse regional 
settings. Achieving territorial equity in healthcare demands a 
multifaceted approach encompassing infrastructure investment, 
workforce development, community engagement, policy innovation, 
and technological integration. By leveraging innovative 
methodologies like the E2SFCA, stakeholders can better identify and 
address healthcare access deficits, ultimately fostering inclusive and 
sustainable regional development. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Promoting equitable healthcare access in rural areas is paramount for 
advancing regional development and ensuring the well-being of all 
populations. Not only does equitable healthcare access improve 
individual health outcomes, but it also fosters a healthy and 
productive population, thereby supporting regional prosperity. By 
addressing healthcare disparities and implementing targeted 
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interventions, policymakers can establish a robust healthcare 
framework characterized by equity, inclusivity, and resilience. 
Collaboration among stakeholders from various sectors is vital for 
devising and implementing sustainable strategies that prioritize the 
health and dignity of every individual, regardless of their location. 
Building on this foundation, the intricate relationship between 
regional development and healthcare accessibility highlights their 
mutual dependence in fostering thriving communities. Regional 
development initiatives optimize resource usage and administrative 
structures to enhance healthcare access, while equitable healthcare 
provision drives regional prosperity by improving public health and 
supporting key development factors like employment and innovation. 
Recognizing this interplay between health and economic performance 
underscores the importance of prioritizing accessible healthcare to 
sustain regional development efforts. However, rural areas face 
significant challenges in achieving equitable healthcare access, 
necessitating targeted interventions to overcome deficiencies and 
geographical barriers. These areas often grapple with shortages of 
healthcare providers, inadequate infrastructure, and geographical 
barriers that hinder access to quality care. Urgent action is required, 
emphasizing tailored strategies, collaboration, and innovative 
methodologies like the E2SFCA method to refine resource 
distribution and strengthen healthcare equity, especially in 
underserved rural areas. The E2SFCA method facilitates the 
identification of healthcare access deficits, enabling optimized 
resource allocation to enhance equity, particularly in underserved 
rural areas. Investing in healthcare infrastructure and telemedicine 
networks holds promise for improving accessibility for rural 
populations. Incentivizing the recruitment and retention of healthcare 
professionals in rural areas through training programs and financial 
incentives is crucial. Engaging local communities in healthcare 
decision-making processes fosters collaboration and ensures that 
services meet local needs. Looking ahead, embracing holistic 
approaches and innovative solutions is essential to address healthcare 
access disparities and promote sustainable regional development. 
Ensuring equitable healthcare access is a cornerstone of the well-
being and prosperity of all communities. Through collaborative action 
and innovative solutions, policymakers can pave the way for a future 
where healthcare access is equitable, laying the foundation for 
sustainable development and inclusive growth. 
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